Council Meeting: 05/03/2022
Agenda: Business
Item #: 9. b.

CITY OF KIRKLAND

Planning and Building Department
123 5th Avenue, Kirkland, WA 98033
425-587-3600
MEMORANDUM
To:

Kurt Triplett, City Manager

From:

Adam Weinstein, AICP, Planning & Building Director
Jeremy McMahan, Deputy Director of Planning & Building Department
Scott Guter, AICP, Senior Planner

Date:

April 21, 2022

Subject:

Autonomous Personal Delivery Devices, File No. CAM22-00195

RECOMMENDATION
Receive a briefing on Autonomous Personal Delivery Devices (APDDs) and their
dispensers and provide input on potential regulations prior to a public hearing tentatively
scheduled for May 26, 2022.
BACKGROUND
APDDs are automated or remotely controlled wheeled machines designed to deliver
products to customers. These machines are “intended to help businesses cut costs on
deliveries, reduce delivery vehicle congestion, and cut greenhouse gas emissions from
delivery vehicles” (MRSC Insight, September 2, 2021).
In 2019, the Washington State Legislature passed HB 1325, enacted as Chapter 46.75
RCW, allowing for the operation of APDDs in the State of Washington. The regulations
allow operation of the devices within minimum operating parameters for APDDs, which
include requirements that operations are in accordance with all ordinances, resolutions,
rules, and regulations established by the jurisdiction governing the rights-of-way within
which the personal delivery device is operated (see regulations in Attachment 1).
In late 2021, the City received four incomplete building permit applications to construct
and maintain four Amazon APDD dispensers. City staff also discovered that an operator
or operators had been testing APDDs in various locations in the City without any notice
to the City and without any authorization or permission from the City.
On January 18, 2022, the City Council passed an emergency moratorium on the
acceptance of applications and the issuance of building permits for APDDs and their
dispensers within the City of Kirkland. This moratorium was intended to allow the City
time to study and address concerns over the technology, including to:
•
•
•
•

Identify basic operating characteristics of the technology
Address concerns over safety and privacy
Identify the public benefits
Study other cities regulating this technology
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On March 1, 2022, City Council held a public hearing on the moratorium and adopted a
preliminary scope of work to evaluate the use of APDDs with Resolution 5521 (see
Attachment 2). The Houghton Community Council approved the moratorium with the
adoption of Resolution R-2022-3 on March 28, 2022.
ANALYSIS
Following Council’s adoption of the moratorium, an interdepartmental team met virtually
with representatives from Amazon and some of its subcontractors in February to gain a
better understanding of the technology, its deployment in other locations, Amazon’s
plans for Kirkland, and both current and potential operational issues. This was followed
by small group meetings with members of the Kirkland community and a demonstration
of the technology at a location in Snohomish County where APDDs are currently being
piloted. It should be noted that companies other than Amazon are exploring the use of
APDDs for various functions, and that their operations may be different than that of the
APDDs operated by Amazon (described below).
While staff is continuing to research APDDs, it is presenting preliminary information
based on work to-date. As research continues, staff will share additional information in
upcoming meetings with City commissions, the Houghton Community Council, and the
City Council.
The information provided below covers topics that relate to both land use and
transportation issues.
Planning and Building staff will coordinate the work of the City’s policy-advising and making bodies to ensure a comprehensive approach to regulating deployment on private
property (i.e., location of dispensers, screening, parking impacts, etc.) and operation in
the right-of-way.
“Scout” (APDD)
Amazon’s proprietary name for both its APDDs and the program that facilitates them is
called “Scout.”
The Scout devices, as pictured to
the right, measure about 30 inches
long by 24 inches wide; weigh about
100 pounds excluding cargo; and,
based on Washington State law they
may not exceed six miles per hour.
They are powered by rechargeable
batteries, and have wireless and
other technologies for guidance,
sensing of obstacles, and
communication. By State law, they are required to have lights on the front and back if
the APDD is to be used between sunset and sunrise.
Packages are loaded into Scouts at local dispensers by a human acting on behalf of the
delivery company. Once the Scout reaches its destination, the recipient must meet the
APDD and remove the package. Scouts cannot unload themselves.
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The devices currently can fit up to six flat packages and can transport a payload of up to
50 pounds, which could be one or more packages delivered to one or more locations per
delivery round trip. The Scout’s payload is about nine inches deep and about eighteen
inches long.
APDDs must be licensed by the State according to its requirements.
Dispensers
Amazon Scouts are loaded in, stored in, and travel to
and from dispensers. Dispensers are about 18 feet
long by 8 ½ feet wide by 11 feet tall. They are about
the length and width of a parking stall. They have
concealed or shaded exterior lights above roll-up
doors on the end(s) and side(s). They require
communication and electrical (single-phase 120/240V,
such as is used for most homes) connections, but not
domestic water or sanitary sewer. They house up to
twenty Scouts.
At this point in the evolution of the technology, Scout
devices require a combination of autonomous and
human actions. An Amazon employee drives up to a dispenser in a delivery van (e.g., a
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter) and opens one or more doors of the dispenser. Using a
joystick, the employee backs out one or more Scout and maneuvers it onto the parking
area next to the dispenser. The employee conducts diagnostics of the Scout to ensure it
is operating properly then manually loads packages from the Sprinter into the APDD
through its rooftop “trunk lid (City staff’s term).”
At this time, dispensers need to be located near an “origin point.” An origin point is a set
location, such as on a sidewalk, that is close to the dispenser where the autonomous
communication system syncs with the Scout device. Still using a joystick, the employee
maneuvers the package-loaded Scout across the parking lot to the origin point on the
adjacent sidewalk; the employee walks with the Scout to the origin point. Ideally, the
Scout links to the autonomous system and proceeds on its own to the delivery address.
However, at the demonstration that staff attended, the technology did not sync, and the
Scout was stationary on the sidewalk. Getting the Scout to sync took several minutes of
coordination by an Amazon employee (Ambassador) on-site using a cell phone and
problem-solving with a human, a remote operator located at some other location.
Unlike what is pictured above, the dispenser staff observed during the demonstration
had an awning along the side of the structure that ran the length of the dispenser and
was extended out to about the width of a parking stall neighboring the dispenser. In the
demonstration, this was where diagnostic test of Scout technology and manual package
loading took place. Staff’s observation at the demonstration was that dispenser
operation required a minimum of three parking spaces plus additional parking lot area:
one space for the dispenser, one for the adjacent diagnostic and loading area, and one
for the Sprinter van. In addition, Scout operations required maneuvering space to the
origin point. It is unclear if all employees show up in the same vehicle or whether more
parking may be consumed during Scout operation.
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Currently, employees may be on the premises of the dispenser up to six hours to ensure
successful delivery and manage any problems with APDD delivery. During these test
periods, deliveries occur once per day during afternoon hours, although Amazon
anticipates that deliveries may increase in the future.
Delivery
Scouts travel from dispensers to their programmed destination(s) then return to their
dispenser.
Traveling most of the time on sidewalks and crosswalks, Scouts deliver packages within
a maximum 1.25 miles from their dispensers, although current APDD technology can
accommodate a maximum round trip of five to seven miles. Representatives from
Amazon said deliveries occur only within a small radius from the dispensers, and that
there would not be circumstances of a Scout “traveling across the city” to make a
delivery.
A remote operator is available when the APDD runs into an obstacle and when it is
crossing the street or an intersection. As mentioned above, an onsite Ambassador was
used to assist syncing the Scout to the autonomous network when it did not do so on its
own.
Customers can choose the window of time when Scout will come to their house. There is
a 30-minute period that the Scout will wait in front of the house for package pickup. If a
person is not present at the delivery location to unload the Scout, it returns to the
dispenser. Ideally, the Scout will wait on private property but sometimes it will wait on
the sidewalk. Customers retrieve their packages by opening up the top of the device
using an Amazon-supplied unlocking code with their cell phone and removing any
package addressed to them, leaving any other package in the device for other
customers on the delivery route. Amazon representatives acknowledge the possibility
that a customer may take all packages or the wrong packages, and they are evaluating
how to solve that issue. Amazon stated that any packages not in the device at the
delivery site will be replaced at no extra cost to the customer. When staff asked about
the possibility of lost or stolen prescription drugs, Amazon representatives said they
were concerned about that possibility and that solutions still were in development.
In Washington, APDDs may not transport hazardous materials or alcohol.
Remote Operators and Ambassadors
State law requires an APDD entity to have a “personal delivery device operator” who can
control or monitor the navigation of an APDD per RCW 46.75.020(3). Currently, Amazon
uses both on site Ambassadors and remote operators to operate its Scout program.
Ambassadors assist with package loading and Scout trips to customers and help respond
to incidents where a Scout device needs assistance. Remote operators are remote,
monitor the progress of Scout, and ensure Scout is always operating safely. They meet
the definition of "personal delivery device operator" under the state law. Remote
operators are located at undisclosed locations.
During test periods, Ambassadors are in the field and may accompany a Scout (see
Delivery Section above). However, if and when Scouts proliferate, that will not be
practical or economical. Staff has more to learn about the future roles of Ambassadors,
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but at this point staff understands they will be the employees who respond to issues or
conflicts with Scout devices in the field that need human attention. It is possible some of
that work may be conducted remotely, but again the City needs to learn more about this
aspect of the program.
Limitations
According to the Amazon representatives with whom staff met in February, Scouts do
not operate in snow or threat of snow, when there is excessive rainfall, or on steep hills.
The representatives said they would not operate on most roads that do not have
adjacent sidewalks (e.g., Goat Hill, where there are few to no sidewalks). However,
State law allows them to operate on certain areas without sidewalks, such as shoulders
where pedestrians may travel.
Representatives also stated Scouts do not operate on narrow or crowded sidewalks, and
they would not be testing in the Kirkland downtown core.
Noting that the APDDs need a person to unload them, and that some multi-unit
buildings are staffed and others are not, Amazon stated the Scouts would not deliver to
multi-unit homes but only to what are typically considered single-family homes.
Understandably, because this is a new and evolving technology, staff observed certain
limitations to the Scout devices themselves:
•

•

•

•

When staff placed a fabric credit card holder in front of the Scout’s path on a
smooth, flat sidewalk, the device froze in the middle of the sidewalk for several
minutes. An Amazon employee removed the object and, after a little time to
recalibrate, the Scout moved on.
Staff also placed a collapsed A-board sign across the full width of the sidewalk as
a stand-in for a tree limb or other object that could fall across a sidewalk during
a typical day. Again, the device froze in the middle of the sidewalk. An Amazon
employee removed the A-board, but by then another Scout returning from its
delivery came face-to-face with the other Scout. Both stopped in the sidewalk
for some time. Staff understands a remote Ambassador may have been
controlling one or both devices at this point. Using a cell phone stopwatch, staff
noted that it took nearly five minutes for the devices (and/or the remote
Ambassador) to figure out a resolution.
Staff also observed a Scout struggling a bit to get up a rolled curb from the road
surface and onto a sidewalk. Moments later, to continue the path back to the
dispenser, that same device needed to travel down an ADA ramp that had a
yellow, truncate-dome mat. The device moved extremely slowly, taking one
bump at a time, stopping, recalculating, then taking the next. Again, because
this was an intersection, the device may have been operated by a remote
Ambassador at this point.
For most of the demonstration, Scout moved at a very slow pace (slower than a
typical human a walking pace). Scout stops when it is approached from behind,
which is a feature that has both positive and challenging aspects (i.e., it may
pose an obstacle for faster-moving pedestrians).
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Dispersion
Currently, Amazon’s program only operates in what Amazon characterizes as “lowdensity single-family neighborhoods”. When staff asked whether Amazon thought there
could be a proliferation of dispensers, representatives stated they were uncertain but
have not ruled out expansion of Scouts operating in other urban areas and in the areas
where they are currently testing the devices. Below are links to other companies that
have developed APDD technology. Many of these companies have different business
models. Coco and Postmates, listed below, provide APDD services to restaurants for
takeout delivery; do not require dispensers; and operate in more urban settings. Several
companies—such as Starship Technologies, Kiwibot, and Robby Technologies—operate
on college campuses. Any potential local regulations should take into consideration the
future market dispersion introduced by this new technology.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FedEx
Starship Technologies
Coco
Nuro
Udelv
Kiwibot
Postmates Serve
Robby Technologies

Safety
This new technology raises many safety questions, especially since the primary travel
route for APDDs is on public sidewalks and pedestrian pathways if on private property.
Staff needs to study the safety implications to vehicular traffic, pedestrians (including
those with mobility challenges or Americans with Disabilities Act needs), bicyclists,
emergency response, and potential conflicts with other users. While Scout tends to stop
when confronted by a moving person, animal, or vehicle, it is unclear whether Scout is
prepared to safely respond to the many different types of confrontations that could
happen in urban areas, such as with individuals who have mobility challenges, those on
the autism spectrum, or those with other challenges who are using the sidewalks,
perhaps especially where sidewalks are narrow.
Amazon has heard from some disabled people that once the Scout gets out of the way,
they prefer that the Scout remains still instead of moving as it is easier/less stressful to
get around an unmoving object. While Amazon continues to refine Scout’s movement on
sidewalks, currently a remote operator will move it to the side of the sidewalk when
there is an obstacle. Amazon said that ideally Scout would get off of the sidewalk
completely when someone is passing by, but they’re not at that level of operation yet
and there is not always space for the unit to pull aside. On narrow sidewalks, which are
commonplace in Kirkland, this constraint could pose challenges for a variety of
individuals using a sidewalk, ranging from wheelchair users to children with bicycles.
Amazon is conducting accessibility testing with the World Institute on Disability (WID) to
address issues with the disabled community and the Scout program.
See the Public Outreach section, below, on additional community comments on public
safety.
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Other Locations
Amazon representatives have indicated that Scout has been tested locally in Everett,
Lynnwood, Mukilteo, and Snohomish County. Elsewhere, it has been implemented in
Irvine, California; Nashville, Tennessee; and some cities in Georgia, including Atlanta.
City staff is aware it is being used for prepared food delivery on the Oregon State
University campus in Corvallis. Below is a summary of how other cities have regulated
APDDs and their dispensers.
Everett: Allows for APDD operation and treats dispensers as “accessory outside
storage” uses. Regulations are a stop gap measure; the City hopes to create a
better ordinance in the future, specifically for neighborhood distribution.
Lynnwood: Has minimal regulations due to staffing constraints; service area only
allowed in Industrial and Commercial zones, not Residential zones.
Mukilteo: Has permitted one dispenser and has no adopted regulations
specifically addressing APDDs; did not initially know the dispensers would be
deploying ADPPs.
Auburn: Recently adopted a detailed code that allows for the APDDs to operate
on sidewalks or road shoulders with at least 5 feet in width. Applicants must
provide written notification annually to all property owners and residents in the
area in which the APDD intends to operate, and they must notify the City
Engineer with details about their operation schedule, including a map of used
routes, at least annually. The devices can’t be within 50 feet of each other while
in operation on the same sidewalk or same side of the road.
San Francisco: Adopted code that authorizes and regulates APDDs on sidewalks
for the purpose of testing for research and development. The permits are
temporary (valid for 180 days) and must go through a public noticing and
commenting period as well as a public hearing. The permittee is required to
disclose data regarding the device testing to the City on a monthly basis. The
devices are only permitted for sidewalks that are in zones for Production, Design,
and Repair uses, aren’t in a high-injury corridor, and areas that can
accommodate both ADPPS and persons with disabilities or have an effective
sidewalk width of six feet.
PUBLIC OUTREACH
City staff conducted two virtual community outreach meetings about APDDs. See
Attachment 3 of staff’s notes from these meetings. Some of the public input is
summarized here.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Would like to know the public benefit to the City as a whole.
Concerned about impacts on those who are disabled. Ensure no Americans With
Disability Act violations.
How does this align with the City’s Sustainability Master Plan?
Concerned about traffic incidents at blind driveways.
Would Police Department resources be disproportionately used on policing
APDDs?
Privacy concerns over video recording and who has access to this information.
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•

How are we defining if the program is bad? What rate of incidents would be
good/bad?

POTENTIAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
While City staff will continue to work with Amazon in obtaining more information on
their APDD and dispenser technology, staff has developed a regulatory framework (see
Table 1) outlining approaches for City Council to consider in advance of a tentativelyscheduled Public Hearing on June 7, 2022. More information on the project timeline can
be viewed on the City’s project webpage.
Table 1: Regulatory Framework
Option 1: Do Not Allow

Option 2: Allow on
Private Property

Option 3: Allow limited
use in right-of-way

Prohibit operation of
APDDs within the City
(private and public
property, including rightsof-way).

Allow only on Private
property.

Allow within identified
rights-of-way, assuming
certain performance
standards are met, and
subject to a project-specific
operational plan approved
by the City.

Under this option, staff
would draft code to
prohibit the use of APDDs
within the right-of-way.
Staff would extend this
prohibition to all public
and private property.

Allow APDDs on large
private properties such as
school and business
campuses where the
technology has been
operating elsewhere.

Allow APDDs within specific
identified rights-of-way
under a pilot program or
temporary use permit.

Benefits: This would give
Amazon and other
companies additional time
to test and improve
APDDs before deploying
them in Kirkland, avoiding
the potential safety and
access issues identified by
staff.
Drawbacks: Kirkland
residents might not
experience first-hand any
potential benefits
associated with the
technology (e.g.,
incremental reductions in

Benefits: This would allow
APDD technology to
continue to develop in
Kirkland-specific conditions
in more controlled
environments, while
avoiding most of the safety
and access concerns
identified by staff.
Drawbacks: See Option 1.

Benefits: This would allow
companies to ask the City
to use the right-of-way and
continue to develop and
provide services offered
with this technology.
Use would only be
authorized if specific
performance standards can
be met (e.g., the
technology can be operated
safely around pedestrians,
bikes, and persons with
disabilities).
Drawbacks: Could expose
roadway/sidewalk users
and the general public to
some risk associated with
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delivery traffic), although
staff would note that
these benefits have not
been quantified by
Amazon.

the use of unproven
technologies.

At this point in the research effort, staff believes that Scout and similar devices have the
potential to benefit the City and region, including through the potential reduction of
traffic and greenhouse gas emissions. However, such benefits have not been quantified
by Amazon. Metrics that show how delivery vehicle trips would be reduced as APDDs
expand will need to be developed. The City should also consider whether to eventually
require vehicle trip reductions in some manner to avoid a proliferation of both APDDs
and delivery vehicles.
In addition, current technologies do not appear to be accompanied by good protocols to
address potential conflicts with persons with disabilities, bikes, and pedestrians in
general. Staff also believes that the questions received during the public outreach phase
of this project (ranging from privacy concerns to the potential for traffic conflicts) have
not been satisfactorily addressed, suggesting that the use should be prohibited in
Kirkland pending testing elsewhere and improvements in the technology (Option 1).
Alternately, any regulations adopted by the City governing the operation of APDDs and
their dispensers should be reflective of the pilot-phase nature of the technology and
allow only limited use in carefully-controlled environments with rigorous performance
standards (Options 2 and/or 3).
Staff is interested in Council’s feedback on this regulatory framework and on other
issues and concerns not addressed in this memo that should be taken into account in
developing code amendments for APDDs and their dispensers.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Chapter 46.75 RCW – Personal Delivery Devices
2. Resolution 5521 – Preliminary Scope of Work
3. Community Outreach Meeting Notes
cc:
File Number CAM22-00195
John Starbard, Deputy Director, Public Works
Joel Pfundt, Transportation Manager, Public Works
John Burkhalter, Development Engineering Manager, Public Works
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RESOLUTION R-5521
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF KIRKLAND,
WASHINGTON, ADOPTING FINDINGS OF FACT TO SUPPORT THE
MORATORIUM ORDINANCE ON AUTONOMOUS PERSONAL DELIVERY
DEVICES IN KIRKLAND AND A PRELIMINARY SCOPE OF WORK TO
EVALUATE THE USE OF AUTOMONOUS PERSONAL DELIVERY DEVICES
IN KIRKLAND.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

WHEREAS, the City of Kirkland ("City'') is an Optional Municipal
Code City organized under Title 35A of the Revised Code of Washington
("RCW''); and
WHEREAS, Washington State law empowers cities to regulate
and protect public ways and real property of all kinds, such powers being
illustrated but not exclusively contained within RCW 35A.11.020; and
WHEREAS, the Washington State Legislature passed HB 1325 in
April 2019, which caused a new chapter RCW 46.75 to be codified,
entitled, "Personal Delivery Devices," and
WHEREAS, RCW 46.75 says in part that an eligible entity may
operate a personal delivery device in the State provided that it is
operated in accordance with all ordinances, resolutions, rules and
regulations established by the jurisdiction governing the rights-of-way
within which the personal delivery device is operated; and
WHEREAS, in late 2021, the City received four building permit
applications for the placement of four pre-fabricated "dispensers" to
facilitate the deployment and operation of autonomous personal
delivery devices within defined locations of the City (the "Applications'');
and

24
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34
35
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37
38
39
40

WHEREAS, autonomous personal delivery devices are a
relatively new technology that has not been permitted in the City
previously, and
WHEREAS, the City at this time does not have any ordinances,
resolutions, rules, or regulations concerning the use and storage of
autonomous personal delivery devices; and
WHEREAS, the Applications raised questions for City staff such
as, but not limited to, how to categorize and regulate such uses,
implications for public safety, questions about such a use on the public
rights-of-way, and uncertainties about community acceptance; and
WHEREAS, on February 1, 2022, the City Council unanimously
enacted emergency ordinance 0-4779 that imposed a moratorium
within all zones of the City on the acceptance of applications for the
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review and/or issuance of building permits for autonomous personal
delivery device dispensers and on the acceptance of applications for the
review and/or issuance of right-of-way use permits for autonomous
personal delivery devices; and declaring an emergency; and
WHEREAS, on February 15, 2022, in order to increase
community awareness of the public hearing and the potential
moratorium, the City Council essentially ratified the emergency
ordinance by unanimously passing the moratorium again in an open
public meeting by enacting 0-4782; and
WHEREAS, moratoria are regulated by the State through RCW
35A.63.220 and RCW 36.70A.390, which require the City to hold a public
hearing within 60 days of the establishment of an emergency
moratorium, and to enter findings of fact following the public hearing;
and
WHEREAS, a public hearing before the City Council concerning
the moratorium adopted by emergency ordinance 0-4779 occurred on
Tuesday, March 1, 2022; and
WHERAS, findings of fact in support of the moratorium adopted
by emergency ordinance 0-4779 are adopted by this Resolution, as set
forth herein; and
WHEREAS, to assist City staff in drafting regulations concerning
the use of autonomous personal delivery devices in the City, a
preliminary scope of work was created and is attached hereto as
Attachment A; and
WHEREAS, within the City, moratoria are regulated further by
Kirkland Zoning Code 135.30.2, which requires approval of the
Houghton Community Council.
NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved by the City Council of the City
of Kirkland as follows:

n
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Sect ion 1. By this Resolution the City Council adopts the
following findings of fact to support the establishment of the moratorium
described in emergency Ordinance 0-4779 and Ordinance 0-4782:
a. Washington State law permits the operation of autonomous
personal delivery devices on and in sidewalks, crosswalks,
and, if otherwise unavailable, areas where a pedestrian is
permitted to travel, provided that the use and operation
complies with applicable laws and regulations of the
jurisdiction in which the autonomous personal delivery
devices are operating.
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b. The City has not yet enacted any ordinances, resolutions,
rules, or regulations concerning the use of autonomous
personal delivery devices within its rights-of-way.
c. Autonomous personal delivery devices are a new technology,
and currently are being tested or are in use in a small number
of locations in the United States. They are being researched
and developed for the package delivery industry as an
alternative for "last mile" delivery.
d. The City received four incomplete building permit
applications for "dispensers" to facilitate the use of
autonomous personal delivery devices in the City. The City
does not yet have any adopted rules or regulations
concerning dispensers for autonomous personal delivery
devices.
e. The City requires time to learn about this new technology, to
review and analyze it, to determine any public safety
concerns related to it, to look at how it has been regulated
in other locations, to identify and address local concerns and
interests about the use of the technology, and to draft
proposed regulations that must be reviewed and refined by
advisory bodies and the City Council.
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f.

Some, but not all, of the safety issues related to permitting
autonomous personal delivery devices are as follows:

1. Will they be compliant with the Americans with
Disabilities Act?
2. What hours can they operate?
3. Where can they operate safely? Can they be approved
in all zones, or only some zones? Should they be barred
from certain areas, such as school zones?
g. Some, but not all, of the safety issues related to permitting
dispensers for these devices are as follows:

1. Where can they be located?
2. What environmental impacts are associated with them?
3. How are they operated, and how prolific may they
become?
4. To what extent are the compatible with surrounding land
uses?
h. The City cannot safely permit autonomous personal delivery
devices, or dispensers for those devices, in the City until
these reviews and analyses have been completed and
ordinances, resolutions, rules, and/or regulations concerning
the use of autonomous personal delivery devices in the City
3
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of Kirkland, and dispensers for those devices, have been
adopted and are in full force and effect in the City.
Section 2. A preliminary scope of work to evaluate the use of
autonomous personal delivery devices in Kirkland is attached to this
Resolution as Exhibit A and is intended to be used by the City as an
outline or plan to study these matters. This scope may be amended by
City staff without further Council action in response to questions or
issues that arise as a result of conducting the evaluation.
Passed by a majority vote of the Kirkland City Council in open
meeting this 1 day of March, 2022.
Signed in authentication thereof this 1 day of March, 2022.

~~

Penny Sweet

Kathi"Anderson, City Clerk
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Exhibit A to Resolution R-5521
March 1, 2022
Preliminary Scope of Work to Evaluate the Use of
Autonomous Personal Delivery Devices in Kirkland
This preliminary scope of work may be amended based upon testimony at a public hearing, City Council
direction, and additional questions or issues raised as a result of research.

Category I:
A.
B.

Basic Facts About This Emerging Technology

What is the purpose of this new technology and how does it operate?
Dispenser data and operation
1. Standard dimensions and capacity
2. Utility requirements
3. Environmental impacts (e.g., noise, light, glare, and aesthetics)
4. Siting criteria and preferred types of locations for dispensers
5. Amount of clear area required around dispenser for loading
6. Near-term and projected frequencies of loading deliveries and times of day/days of week
7. loading delivery details: type of vehicle, average loading time, vehicle parking/waiting
needs
8. Service area geography of dispensers
9. Signage requirements
10. Regulatory context
C. Scout delivery device data and operation
1. Standard dimensions and capacity
2. Recharging requirements
3. Speed and speed controls
4. Maneuverability/adaptability to hills and hazards
5. Autonomous mode versus with operator intervention
6. Protocols if device loses charge, such as in the middle of an intersection or sidewalk
7. Interactions with pets or wildlife
8. Reaction to closed sidewalks, sidewalks under construction, downed limbs, etc.
9. Time of day for operation
10. Ability to operate in various weather conditions
11. Does the device itself contain any hazardous materials (e.g., type of batteries)?
12. Do the devices have cameras? If so, would the City have access to the video in the event
of a crash or incident?
13. Can the devices travel through side yards or over dirt trails?
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14. Do the devices make noise?
15. How does the package actually get delivered from the sidewalk to the recipient's door?
16. Insurance requirements
Category II:
A.
B.

Safety
Traffic safety and records of reported accidents
Pedestrian safety
1. Interactions with pedestrians, pedestrians with strollers or carts, those with ADA/mobility
challenges, and bikes and other wheeled devices
2. Have any pedestrians been injured thus far in other markets?
3. Adequacy of infrastructure to meet both APDD and ADA needs
4. Bicycle safety and history of conflicts
5. Emergency response impacts/implications
6. Conflicts with other public users
7. Are there pedestrian interface issues that Amazon is working on now to address/fix?

Category Ill:
A.
B.
C.

Proliferation and Saturation
Quantity of dispensers and devices; potential "logjam"
What's on the horizon for the technology?
Other businesses with their own version of Scout

Category IV:

Public Benefits

A.

What is the best case to be made for permitting this technology in Kirkland; what are the
public benefits?
B. Is the operation of this technology on public sidewalks beneficial?
C. Vandalism, destruction, or theft
1. Are the devices an attractive nuisance?
2. Would the City be expected to investigate incidents?
D. Are there other "last mile" delivery methods that would be more effective or safer?

Category V:
A.
B.
C.

Peer City Comparisons
How have other cities addressed APDDs?
What challenges have other cities experienced where they have been permitted?
What are the fundamental commonalities and differences of adopted regulations in other
cities?
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APDD Public Outreach Summary &
Questions
(Forwarded to Amazon 4/20/2022)

Questions for Amazon
-

-

-

What are the public and City benefits to those not in single-family homes? (Beyond Amazon
customers)
What is Amazon doing for us?
Does Amazon deliver to multi-family homes/commercial in other cities yet? Or only single-family
homes?
How are we benefitting the environment/general public if a delivery sprinter van delivers to a
home right outside of the Scout boundary (for ex. Right next to a home within the boundary)
and the house next door gets a delivery by Scout?
What are the protocol if Scouts are vandalized/stolen/deliveries stolen?
Will prescription drugs be delivered?
Would Police Department resources be disproportionately used on policing APDDs?
How would Scout respond if there is someone approaching from behind trying to get around
them? What if there are people coming in both directions?
Need more info on cameras on the Scouts
o Camera specs? (Out of privacy concern)
o Video footage? When are they recording?
o How long is the footage kept?
o Who has access to the footage?
o How easy could it be hacked into?
o What if the Scout recorded a crime? Protocol?
Will Amazon customers have a choice to have their package delivered by a real person?

4/18 Public Outreach Meeting
Staff:





Jim Lopez
John Starbard
Scott Guter
Sierra Ohlsen

Participants:
-

John Fleshman
David Godfrey
Cory Carrigan
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John F.
-

-

-

Owns Denny’s Pet World on 124th, signed up in 2020 to have Amazon utilize one of their parking
spots for a dispenser. Amazon came and hooked up power but haven’t done anything since nor
been in contact with John
Signed contract, then saw the Scouts after the fact and was surprised how low profile they were
Concerns of the Scouts being difficult for cars to see
Felt the dispenser would be OK as it’d utilize a space that wasn’t very useful in their lot
Thought delivery would be M-F with one delivery to the dispenser/day
Regrets signing up for this a bit now and doesn’t quite see the purpose anymore, but also
doesn’t think it’d be a big deal/cause major issues if they are allowed in the City; doesn’t think
they’ll saturate
Biggest concern is ADA/impact to wheelchair user
Would prefer Scout delivery window to be M-F

David G.
-

-

-

What’s in it for the City/general public?
Worries about the speed, size, weight on sidewalks
Sees more benefit to Amazon and Amazon customers than to the City and community members
Can the City charge Amazon to use the sidewalk?
o John S. mentioned that license revenue not distributed like gas tax
(Posed to David) Should we look into compensation for the use of public assets?
o Sure, thinks it’s a good idea to consider; Amazon would be making it harder for others to
use the ROW
What is Amazon doing for us?
Just because you can do it doesn’t mean you should or that it’s a public good
To what extent could we say the program aligns with the Sustainability Master Plan (SMP)? Any
benefits to low-income, workers, and those who don’t live in Single-family homes?
o Jim L: we should talk to David Barnes about implications on SMP
There’s no rush in being one of the first cities to implement Scout, we could always start later
and not really lose out on anything

Scott notes:
-

-

Would link dispenser to primary use; regulations for commercial site, noise, signage, setbacks,
likely require review of parking space taken
o “Is John F.’s property in the right zone/space for this”
What would a trade-off for allowing Scout in an area and thus not allowing Sprinter van
deliveries there?
How are other companies using their technologies?

John S. notes:
-

How is the City/general public/environment benefiting if a Scout is delivering to a house and a
sprinter van delivers a package to the house right next door?

ATTACHMENT 3

-

Need to confirm if they are testing delivery to MF/Commercial in other cities or if it’s all SF
homes
Problem we’re solving is Amazon’s profit margin

4/19 Public Outreach Meeting
Staff:





Jim Lopez
John Starbard
Scott Guter
Sierra Ohlsen

Participants:
-

Margaret Bull
Izzi Di Amore
Will Dolezal

Margaret B
-

Concerned Houghton citizen
Why is this good for the City/public?
1x/day seems inefficient
What does on-site mean?
o Jim L: course of Scout delivery
Protocol if Scout gets stolen or packages are stolen?
Prescription drugs being delivered?
Concerns of walking down the street with a robot behind
Video footage? How long do they keep it? Who has access?
What if it did record a crime? Izzi: Would PD need to subpoena the content? If there was
footage of the Amazon employee committing a crime would they keep or destroy the evidence?
How/where does the Scout drop off the package?
o Izzi: customer has to meet the Scout and pick it up
If the City decides to allow Scout, can the City decide to stop the program if things go badly?
o John S: tentative plan is to have an interim period of operating, then get more public
input before deciding on permanent implementation

Would PD resources be disproportionately used on APDDs?
-

How’s it better than human-operated delivery?
Concerns of blind driveways/obstructed views, skinny sidewalks on 108th
o If Scout is backing up, could be backed up into driveways
Will customers have the choice to opt for a real person delivery?
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Izzi
-

-

-

Concerned citizen, has gotten in contact with the engineers assigned to the project (Mia & Chris)
Was also in contact with Av Raichura and Scout Director Alexander
Concerns about disability rights
Has been in contact with Amazon and expressing the concerns of community members in the Be
Neighborly Kirkland Facebook group
Doesn’t feel like Amazon answered questions directly nor have done as much research as they
should
Will forward emails along to Scott (see below)
Amazon said the Scouts would maintain 2m in distance from a person
Press Amazon to fully answer specific, experimental questions
o Ex. Can the Scout/remote controller respond effectively to being touched by anyone
(mentioned a child, someone with a neurodiversity, etc.)
Has videos from Finn Hill residents of Scouts getting stuck in sidewalk cracks
Who is responsible for damages to property?
o Ex. If a disabled person can’t get past the Scout and kicks it into the bushes and it gets
damaged, who falls liable?
Not opposed to the idea overall, but opposed to “do whatever they want and then ask for
forgiveness”
Wants to ensure no ADA violations

Will D.
-

Interested in learning more about the program and getting Amazon packages
How are we defining if the program is bad? What rate of incidents would be good/bad?
Using non-taxed vehicle—how will we/the City be compensated?

0123451748935171889119 
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1/4/22

To:

Scout - Accessibility Questions
Good afternoon,
My name Is Isabella and I am a disabled resident / disability advocate of Kirkland , WA. I occasionally
liaise with the city council on matters lhat aifect our local community. ll ls In this capacity that I am
reaching out 10 you today.
ll was recently brought lo our attention .that Am,izon Scout had been making deliveries in downtown
Kirkland on or around December 23rd, 2021 . Whilst ESHB 1325 (2019) does specify that dellv.e ry robots
shall give right of way to those with disabilities utilizing mobility aids, there are lingering questions of how
this Is Implemented.
httos:/flawnIesexueg.wa.gov/biennlum1w19-20/Pdf/l;!llls/Sesslon%20Laws/House/1325-S.SL.pdf'.l
fbclid=lwAR 1VeHYksnNRtsYBC9R HKIYgsoeCfW4 688Ur6CXjiyocdE4x6oFk VKx1x8
How does the Scout delivery rob.at acl / react when it intersects wilh a wheelchair or white cane (for the
visually Impaired) on more narrow sidewalks outside of the downtown area whose sizing may not allow
for passing? Do they back up, move off of the sidewalk. or other? Is It dependent on the mapped width
of the sidewalk vs the Scours internal sensor's measured width of the obstacle (e.g. wheelchair, while
09ne) in its path? Do you have videos of these types or encounters you could provide lo us for our vfew
only and/ or to share wilh our cammunily on the · Accessibility for All" pa·g e of our city website? Is there
any other information you are willing to share regarding the Scout that' may be helpful to the disable·d
community?
Sharing knowledge Is part of the inclusion process. Our goat ts to communicate this Information to our
community or disabled persons in order to lessen lhe anxiety around the unknown I new experience and
prepare them wilh lhe necessary Information for their safe and accessible movement around Kirkland.
This Is especially Important for children and adults with neuro-diversitles, Intellectual disabilities, vision
impairments, & physical disabilities.
Thank you for your time. We look forward to hearing back from you and, with your help. continue
bul!din9 a more inclusive city.
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AvZammit
To: Izzi

1/6/22

>

Dear Izzi ,
This is Av Zammil from Amazon Seoul. Thank you very much for reaching out.
We're excited to be field testing Amazon Scout in K.irkland. Safety is our lop priority and Scout has been designed to be
Inherently safe. These devices are the size of a small cooler and move al a walking pace.
Scout is able to stop, or safely navigate around pedestrians, pets, and other object in its path. Devices like Seoul operate
In lhe same way a pedestrian would:
Scout can navigate around obstacles;
It can stop instantly if something crosses in front of it;
Scout can safely proceed across crosswalks when needed; and
Scout will not block sidewalks when it encounters pedestrians with strollers or wheelchair users.
Seoul devices autonomously follow their delivery route and send signals to our operations teams Lo ensure it's always
operating safely. An Amazon employee is also nearby to provide support when needed.
I'm happy to share this video which shows Seoul's behavior in more detail.
Lastly. we regularly Invite community members to partlcipate In dedicated research on specific aspects or Sco ut and how
we can make the service better. If you and the wider community are interested, we would very much like for you to be
part of this process so we can learn from you . Bringing this technology lo life in partnership with local communities is
something we're excited about and we value your feedback and ideas so we can make Scout better.
Best,
Av

Av Ra ichura Zammit
Amazon

For the latest news, check out About Amazon and follow @amazonnews
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Izzi

1/11/22

To:
Good a~ernoon Av,
Thank you for having responded to my inquiry so quickly. I very much would like to keep an open line 0f
communication with the Amazon Scout research team, through you or another point of contact, and
contribute questions / feedback regarding accessibility specific aspects of the Scout. I'm happy to begin
our partnership in learning from each other.
I am gathering from the vide.o link you had sent, the Scout would reverse course upon intersecting with a
wheelchair, cane, or other mobility aid user on a narrow sidewalk until there is a space or opening for the
Scout to pull aside. Is this correct?
Has the Scout been tested around guide dogs (for the sight impaired), other service dogs, and/ or
emotional support dogs? If so, what was the natural reaction from each type? The results between them
will most likely vary as each type is trained for specific tasks, with guide dogs being the most highly
trained.
Has the Scout been tested around children - adults with Autism Spectrum disorder, other neurodiversities, and / or intellectual disabilities? If so, what were the results of those interactions? What
would the Scout's reaction be if a child with one of those diagnoses attempted lo touch, hit, push, pick
up, or chase the device? What would the Amazon employee's reaction be?
When a Scout is behind a person of any ability, how much distance do th·e y provide at minimum?
Again, thank you for your time. We look forward to hearing back from you, continuing this forward
progress in understanding the Scout's movements and how best to prepare our community of diabied
persons.
Have a terrific Tuesday!
Izzi/ Isabella
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Good afternoon,
I am following up on our last email regarding Amazon Scout field testing in the city of Kirkland and Its
potential impact on our community. In addition to the previous queslions which have yet lo be answered
by your company representatives. we have additional concerns regarding post-dusk us·a ge of Scout, its
lighting system (if applicable), and its capacity to affect those with medical ph0t0sensitivity and seizure
disorders.
As you may be aware, the City of Kirkland has issued an emergency 6 month moratorium on expanding
the usage of Autonomous Personal Delivery Services (APDDs) within city limits as well as paused the
penrnlttlng of building storage units (hives) for such devices. This lime will allow for thorough evaluation
or the APDDs impact on our citizens. Including disabled persons. The results of the city's analysis will
determine whether additional regulati0ns are necessary to ensure the safely of all on public walkways.
We would greatly appreciate your cooperation in this exploratory process or bringing this amazing new
teehnology t0 our community and look forward to gaining insight through your response(s).

New questi0ns:
Will the Scout be utilized after sun down? If so, please describe the lighting system. Are the lights bright
white, soft while , red , or other color(s). Are lights on the front, back, side, and / or undercarriage of the
Scout? Do they blink or nash? If so, at what pace? E.g. 1o times per 30 seconds. Certain lighting can
trigger seizures. Those with photosensitivity and seizure disorders who travel on sidewalks at night tend
to set their sight downwards and al a short distance In front of them for visual safety and to avoid an
inerease in symptoms or medical episodes.

Pri0r questions awaiting response:
"I am gathering from the video link you had sent, the Scout would reverse course up0n intersecting with
a wheelchair, cane, or other mobility aid user on a narrow sidewalk until there Is a space or opening for
the Scout to pull aside. Is this correct?
Has the Scout been tested around guide dogs (f0r lhe sight impaired), other service dogs, and / or
emotional support dogs? If so, what was the natural reaction from each type? The results between types
will most likely vary as each are trained ror specific tasks, with guide dogs being the most highly trained.
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Prior questions awaiting response:
"I am gathering from the video link you had sent, the Scout would reverse course upon intersecting with
a wheelchair, cane, or other mobility aid user on a narrow sidewalk until there is a space or opening for
the Scout lo pull aside. Is this correct?
Has the Scout been tested around guide dogs (for the sight impaired), other service dogs, and/ or
emotional support dogs? If so, what was the natural re.action from each type? The results between types
will most likely vary as each are trained for specific tasks, with guide dogs bei ng the most highly trained.
Has the Scout been tested around children with Autism Spectrum disorder, other neurodiversity, and / or
intellectual disabilities? What would the Scout's reaction be if a child with one of those diagnoses
attempted to touch, push, pick up, or chase It? What would the Amazon employee's reaction be?
When a Scout is behind a person of any ablllty, how much distance do they provide at minimum?"'

Your prompt reply would be appreciated. Thank you in advance.
Respectfully,
Izzi / Isabella D.
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Hl Izzi,
Thanks very much for your follow up and thanks for your patience on this response.
Please find beiow answers to the questions you shared.
As I mention in one or my responses below, we're netd testing Seoul and always Keen to learn from the community.
We're currently running qualllallve research with customers in Washinglon. If you or any other members or your
community would like to lake parl in these 1:1 discussions. please let me know and I can share your contact delails with
our research team.
Best,
Av

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or

open attachments unless you can confirm the sender and know the content is safe.
Good afternoon,
I am following up on our last email regarding Amazon Scout field testing in the city of
Kirkland and its potential impact on our community. In addition to the previous questions
which have yet to be answered by your company representatives, we have additional
concerns regarding post-dusk usage of Scout, its lighting system (if applicable). and its
capacity to affect those with medical photosensltlvity and seizure disorders.
As you may be aware, the City of Kirkland has issued an emergency 6 month moratorium
on expanding the usage of Autonomous Personal Delivery Servit es (APDDs) within eity
limits as well as paused the permitting of building storage units (hives) for such deviees.
This time will allow for thorough evaluation of the APDDs impact on our citizens, ineluding
disabled persons. The results of the city's analysis will determine whether additional
regulations are necessary to ensure the safety of all on public walkways. We would greatly
appreeiate your cooperation in this exploratory process of bringing this amazing new
technology to our community and look forward to gaining insight through your response(s).

New questions:
WIii the Scout be utilized after sun down? If so, please describe the lighting system. Are the
lights bright white, soft white , red , or other color(s). Are lights on the front, back, side, and/
or undercarriage of the Seoul? Do they blink or flash? If so, at what pace? E-g. 1O times per
30 seconds. Certain lighting can trigger seizures. Those with photosensitivity and seizure
disorders who travel on sidewalks al night tend lo set their sight downwards and at a short
distance in front of them for visual safety and lo avoid an increase in symptoms or medical
episodes.
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A. We are starting wilh a small number of Amazon Scout devices In the area, delivering Monday through Friday. during

daylighl hours. On pholosensilivity, we have designed Scout flghl pallems to avoid adversely fmpacllng Individuals with
photosensillvlty and seizure disorders.

Prior questions awaiting respon se:
I am gathering rrom the video link you had sent, the Scout would reverse course upon
intersecting with a wheelchair, cane, or other mobility aid user on a narrow sidewalk untll
there is a space or opening for the Scout to pull aside. Is this correct?
A. Scout can navigate to avoid obstacles In lls path. Seoul devices autonomously follow their delivery route and send
signals 10 our oper.llions learns lo ensure lrs always operaling safely. An Amazon employee Is also nearby to provide
support when needed.

Has the Scout been tested around guide dogs (for the sight impaired), other service dogs.
and / or emotional support dogs? If so, what was the natural reaction from each type? The
results between types will most likely vary as each are trained for specific tasks, with guide
dogs being the most highly trained.
Has the Seoul been tested around children with Autism Spectrum disorder, other
neurodiversity, and / or intelleetual disabilities? Whal would the Scout's reaction be if a child
with one of those diagnoses attempted to touch, push, pick up, or chase it? What would the
Amazon employee's reaction be?
A. Seoul is designed to stop when approached by any person or animal. It would only move again after the person or
animal is at a safe distance. well-clear of lhe device. An Amazon employee is also nearby to provide support when
needed.
We have tested lhe device wilh various customer and community groups. In addition, Scout has safely delivered tens of
thousands of Amazon packages 10 customers In Snohomish County, Washington, the Irvine-area of California, Franklin.
TN and Atlanta, GA. Our Jleld-leslS are ongoing and we're always approaching new customer and community groups to
leam how Scout can serve them beller.
We're currenlly running qualitative research wilh customers in Washing1on. If you or any other members of your
community would like lo take part in lhis 1:1 discussion. please tel me know and I can share your contact details with our
research 1eam.

When a Scout is behind a person of any ability, how much distance do they provide at

minimum?"
A. When approaching a person from behind and moving in !he same direction, Seoul will maintain a 2m distance
between It and !he person.

Your prompt reply would be appreciated. Thank you in advance.
Respectfully,
Izzi / lsab·e11a D.
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Good morning Av,
Thank you for your patience during my extended absence from our conversation. In
answer to your question, yes, you may pass my contact information on to those leading
qualitative research with customers as I would like to contribute input.
In continuation of our previous email thread, our community is very satisfied in knowing
that the lighting system for Scout was designed with accessibility free-from-harm
standards and in giving pedestrians 2 meters of spatial distance. However, we still have
some unanswered questions/ concerns.

Q1: I am gathering from the video link you had sent, the Scout would reverse course
upon intersecting with a wheelchair, cane, or other mobility aid user on a narrow
sidewalk until there is a space or opening for the Scout to pull aside. Is this correct'?
A. Scout can navigate to avoid obstacles In its palh. Seoul devices autonomously follow lhelr delivery route and
send-signals to our operations teams to ensure It's always operating safely. An Amazon employee is also nearby to
provide suppor1 when needed.

Fo low-upQ1 Are you willing to provide more details on this?
• What would the Scout do if it was traveling on a narrow sidewalk (that does not allow
for passing) with an adult pushing a stroller in the same direction behind it and a
wheelchair user approaching in the opposite direction?
It is being reported by residents of the Finn Hill neighborhood that a Scout is often
stuck on their narrow and cracked sidewalks. At times, Scout appears to be obstructing
the path of pedestrians for extended periods. Additionally, these residents have
observed an Amazon employee sitting in their vehicle during the malfunctions further
delaying the obstruction. In other instances, an employee will closely follow the Scout
while driving their vehicle. (refer to attached videos) Can you provide clarity regarding
these claims? How long does an Amazon employee allow a Scout to obstruct a sidewalk
before getting involved? What actions do they then take? How many Scouts maximum
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before getting involved? What actions do they then take? How many Scouts maximum

are assigned to each Amazon employee for observation during deliveries? Is it accepted
protocol for the assigned employee to observe Scout from a moving or static vehicle?

Q2: Has the Scout been tested around guide dogs (for the sight impaired), other
service dogs, and / or emotional support dogs? If so, what was the natural reaction
from each type? The results between types will most likely vary as each are trained for
specific tasks, with guide dogs being the most highly trained.
Has the Scout been tested around children with Autism Spectrum disorder, other
neurodiversity, and/ or intellectual disabilities? What would the Scout's reaction be if a
child with one of those diagnoses attempted to touch, push, pick up, or chase it? What
would the Amazon employee's reaction be?
A. Seoul Is designed lo slop when approached by any person or animal. II would only move again after lhe person or
animal Is al a sare distance. well-clear of lhe device. An Amazon employee Is also nearby lo provide support when
needed....

Follow-upQ2: It is good that Scout is designed to "freeze" upon encountering a person
or animal. But, what does happen when the unit is contacted by a curious / protective /
overstimulated human or animal? Has the Scout team participated in research
regarding interactions with neurodiverse persons and/ or service animals? If so, what
are those results? If not, would Scout be willing to add these interactions into their
research? If you are unsure whether these interactions have been tested, is this a topic
the qualitative research team or others in management are more apt to answer?

Thank you for keeping this line of communication open and for showing good faith
effort in identifying and removing any accessibility barriers by all parties involved. I look
forward to hearing back from you and from the research team directly.

~ Isabella -
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Izzi
To:

Re: Sco.u t Accessibility Concerns - City of Kirkland
Good morning Av,
Any updates or responses to the previous series of questions I posed?
Izzi

3/23/22

